**CHANGE DESCRIPTION (FROM/TO):**

D040078-A: BSC Lifting Plate is used for lifting one corner of the BSC crossbeam directly above the springs – boot attachment point, while the payload is transferred from the existing scissors table installation to the HEPI boot and springs. Release for production drawing. (K. Mason / O. Spjeld)

D040083-A: BSC Pier Holes Template is used for locating the new mounting holes for attaching the housing to the top of the pier. Release for production drawing. (O. Spjeld)

D040084-A: Housing Installation Sleeve is used to reduce the ø1.00 mounting holes drilled in the bottom of the housing to a ø.52 clearance hole for a ½ bolt, such that the holes can be used to position the housing correctly on top of the pier. Release for production drawing. (O. Spjeld)

**REASON FOR CHANGE:** Release for production.

**ACTION:** ☒ Incorporate Change  ☐ Attach DCN to Drawings  ☐ Other Action (specify):